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van der Waals interactions ; and , on overcoming these interactions at
the onset of plastic flow , 2) a rubbery resistance due to
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INTRODUCTION . FINITE STRAIN ELASTIC-PLASTIC DEFORMATION
OF GLASSY POLYMERS
A typical amorphous polymer is made up of a
random network of macromolecules ie., polymer chains
consisting of entanglements and , perhaps in some cases
crosslinks as well ( Fig. 1.1 ) . An amorphous polymer is
considered as glassy at a temperature below its glass-
transition temperature , Tg , where it has much higher
stiffness , than at temperatures above Tg I see Fig. 1.2 J.
In the initially unloaded or annealed state,
a glassy polymer can be considered homogeneous and
isotropic . On loading , recoverable ( elastic ) flexing
occurs , governed by the van der Waals interaction between
chains . Chain configurations are mostly unchanged when a
glassy polymer is elastically flexed ( Argon, 1976 ). With
larger strains molecular segment rotations can occur ,
causing the polymer to yield . A polymer could suffer large
strains (- over 400 percent ) , with the chains thus
undergoing gross changes in configuration without rupturing.
This constitutes plastic deformation . The uniqueness of
glassy polymers is tnat the memory of the initially
unstrained state is retained . A return to the initial
undeformned state from the highly strained state is possible
by heating the polymer above Tg , provided that no gross
chain slippage or rupture has occured in the network of
macromolecules .
Physically , a deforming glassy polymer is
seen as overcoming two basic resistances: one due to the
intermolecular van der Waals interaction , and the other
A-weak bonds(Van derk'aal )
B = entanglements
C = cross links (rare)
Figure I.1 : Microscopic view o- a glassy polymer
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due to the configurational entropy of the unfolding chains;
the latter resistance is similar to that in a deforming
rubber . When elastic-plastic deformation occurs ,initially
the van der Waals interactions which offer the usual small
scale elastic response are overcome , and finally we have
the plastic response wherein small segments of the
macromolecules undergo large rotations thus changing the
configurational entropies of the chai .s . The accumulating
orientational order constitutes an additional entropic or
rubbery resistance
In the following chapters , we see how these
basic phenomena are interpreted to develop a constitutive
model for the elastic-plastic deformation of glassy
polymers
In Chapter 1 , the physics of the
deformation of glassy polymers is covered . For
illustration , a simple case of triaxial stretching is
viewed in principal coordinates
Chapter 2 deals with " total quantities "
associated with finite strain elastic-plastic analysis,
including kinematics and associated stresses and state
variaoles
Chapter 3 deals with " incremental
quantities " associated with finite strain elastic-plastic
analysis . Here we see the development of evolution laws
relating incremental deformations with incremental streses
and state variables .
In Uhapter 4 a method has been developed
for dealing with rigid-body rotations between states of
deformation , wherein ,we update stresses and state
variables without any integration by means of orthogonal
transformations .
In Uhapter 5 we demonstrate how we update
stresses, state variables etc. via the evolution laws
developed in in Chapter 3 , yet satisfying all the
kinematic and constitutive constraints described in
Chapters 3 and 4 . A method of forward integration with
" constrained perturbations " during a gradient return is
developed
In the early part of Chapter 6 we see how
the above development , after being coded up as a computer
programme , was tested for its validity before being
incorporated in the " Finite Element Method " programme ,
ABAQUS . Finally , we use ABAQUS to the solution of two
basic boundary value problems: a) The steady growth of a
neck in an axi-symmetric " uniaxial-tension " specimen ,
and , b) the drawing of a polymer tuft out of a half-space,
which is the central problem in the thickening of crazes in
glassy polymers . Comparisons are made with some
experimental results on polycarbonate . We end Chapter 6
with some concluding remarks .
CHAPTER 1: IHE PHYSICS OF THE DEFORMATION OF GLASSY POLYMERS
1.1 The Growth of Necks and Crazes
Consider a polymer in a " Uniaxial Tension "
test as in Fig. 1.1 in which a typical
load vs. elongation curve is shown. There is a region of
initial elastic response followed, at "a" , by a lowering
of slope, when localized plastic flow begins to occur.
At or near the load-max point "b", a neck begins to form on
the specimen and continues to reach stable proportions at
"c", at which point the localized neck section ceases to
grow smaller in diameter. Deformation beyond "c" causes the
neck to extend its length at a nearly constant load. This
phenomenon known as the " stable growth of a neck ", is
unique to many polymers, and such isothermal behaviour is
not exhibited by metals.
One of the reasons for this stable growth of
a neck in polymers resides in their macromolecular
nature. As the neck extends, the macromolecules in the
neck begin to orient themselves parallel to the load axis
and thus offer greater resistance as deformation
progresses. At the point "c" in Fig.1.1 , the load to
cause further deformation in the neck becomes equal to
that to plastically propogate the shoulder. We thus achieve
a steady drawing process
Hence we see that the increased resistance
to flow with deformation in the necked region is
responsible for the stable growth of a neck. In such stable
CL.
O
-.J
Normalized Displacement
: Glassy polymer tension test.
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Figur e 1.1 a uniaxial
growth, it is the shoulder that suffers continuing
deformation, thus adding to the length of the neck. The
neck in effect consumes material from the shoulder region
as it grows with increasing imposed displacement ( point
"d" in Fig.1.1 ).
A parallel phenomenon to the one described
above, is observed in the stable thickening of crazes ( see
Fig.1.2 J. Crazes are crack-like entities in
glassy-polymers, but unlike cracks in metals, they contain
highly drawn tufts or fibrils of polymer bridging the two
craze surfaces. These craze-tufts are akin to the neck
described above. As a craze grows at a constant far-field
stress, the fibrils are thought to extend in length and
consume material from the craze flanks. One of the
objectives of this study is to model one such craze tuft
and to observe its growth pattern.
One approach to the study of above mentioned
two phenomena is to model the constitutive behaviour of
glassy polymers taking into account their macromolecular
nature. Uthers such as Hutchinson and Neale ( 1983 ) have
used phenomenologicl models .
1 .2 timple Case of Stretching
Consider the state of deformation of a
glassy polymer as shown in Fig.1.3 . The initially
undeformed state with stretches (1,1,1) is deformed to
5 ~~,, 2)
CRAZ.
mm
Figure 1.2 : raze growth in glassy polymers.
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with applied principal Cauchy stresses
Consider now, an elastically unloaded
configuration with stretches
which is the plastically deformed, load-free state. If
plastic d eformation occurs nondilationally as we have
assumed in our case, then the product
In general we also) = 1
In general we also have
A. =e
L LUC
( no sum ) (1.2.2)
eAjp= the elastic stretch
L = the plastic stretch
A. = the total stretch
1.3 The Plastic State
Let us now examine the elastically unloaded
plastically deformed state ie., the " Plastic State "
at a temperature below the glass-transition temperature,
(1.2.1)
where
Tg. If this unloaded piece were heated to above Tg as a
" thought experiment " , it would begin to regain its
initial plastically undeformed configuration shown in
Fig.1.3 . If however, the piece is constrained to retain
its dimensions at
P F(A, )A 2-A3
while heated above Tg, ( neglecting thermal stress and
viscous effects ) we would then have to apply the tractions
U C ) C7B
as illustrated in Fig. 1.4 . The tractions,
are termed, the " Back Stresses " or " Rubbery
Resistances ", the latter term being used since at a
temperature above Tg, a high molecular weight polymer is
observed to behave like a rubber.
The Back Stress can in fact be determined by
viewing the polymer ( aoove Tg J as a rubber trying to
regain its initial configuration where the polymer chains
are random with no preferred orientation.
In the following sections we will obtain
expressions for the back stresses using the following
procedure : Initially we will use the statistical
thermodynamics of rubber elasticity on the plastic state
above Tg. Finally we assume that the rubbery resistances
thus obtained would prevail below Ig as well .
20
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Figure 1.4 : The plastically deformed state.
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1.4 Rubbery Resistances in Terms of the Plastic Stretches
The Three-Chain Model
Consider the plastic state with
stretches
P P
We assume that the macro deformations are
affine and relate to local processes directly . Initially,
the network of chains is random, and there exists a
typical entanglement distance , r. , in space obtained
interms of the link length, L, and the number of links,
N , Detween entanglements as in Fig.1.5 , ( Treloar
1975). We have
r = NEL . (1.4.1)
This is based on the probability of finding two
entanglements of a chain, a distance r. apart; the
distribution is Gaussian at small strains. As the chain is
stretched, the distance between entanglements changes.
Affine deformation implies that along a direction with a
stretch ratio
A.
the new entanglement distance is
P
r = A.r (1 .4.2)
At moderate stretcnes, however, we no longer
have a Gaussian chain , but a non-Gaussian chain ; the
initially
Gaussian at small stretchesi
CS.
: The Three-Chain nodel
r.= r.
I'f
Fieiir, A·5
U affine 3eformations.
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probability of finding a highly stretched chain
diminishes, and finally, that of finding one fully
stretched ( ie. a stretched length of NL ), is zero.
As a chain is stretched from r. to r. , its
configurational entropy changes. The configurational
entropy for a chain with the entanglement distance r , is
S = Ln( P(r) ) (1.4.3)
where P(r) is the probability of finding the entanglements
of a chain, a distance r apart. Hence ,in stretching from
r to r , a chain suffers a configurational entropy change
L
of
A S = Ln( P(r, J/P(r. ) J (1.4.4)
Thus, in the three-chain model we see the
plastically deformed polymer as having three sets of
chains whose entanglement distances are ( r, , rz , r. ) along
the principal plastic stretches
1.5 Free Energy
In a thermodynamic system the Helmholtz free
energy is
F = U - TS (1.5.1)
24
where U is the internal energy, T, the absolute temperature
in degrees Kelvin, and S, the entropy. Hence, for the plastic
state described earlier, we have for free energy
change,
AF = U -S67 -TAS . (1.5.2)
The change in internal energy between two plastically
deformed states is usually negligible compared with the
energy change due to the change in configurational entropy.
This , however , may not be the case at stretches
approaching the network stretch of the polymer . Hence at a
constant temperature,
AF 7- T S . (1.5.3)
In a deforming rubber , the applied stresses
are oztained as the gradient of free energy with strain. We
have -or the Rubbery Resistances in the plastic state above
Tg , using Eq. 1.4.3 , as
F1
-T 7. -
(1.5.4)
In a plastically deformed glassy polymer we
have seen that chain configurations are changed . Hence the
rubbery resistances in the plastic state aoove Tg , as in
Eq. 1.5.4 , are taken to act below 7g as well.
25
In Appendix A we have derived expressions for
the back stresses for the general case of the
deformation of a glassy polymer , based on the above
development. Thus, with plastic stretches
we have the following for the back stresses , shown here in
the deviatoric form
Typical plots of vs. A for two values of
N are shown in Fig. 1.6 , for the casePI II
" Locking " behaviour ie., an upturn in the curve , is
seen as we approach a limiting network stretch ,
1 .5 The Applied . Cauchy ) Stresses
In Appendix B we have derived expressions for
the applied Cauchy stresses 5"
non-Gaussian
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 1.5 : The bacK stress vs. plastic stretch.
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for the general case of the Jeformation of a glassy
polymer. We can thus find the applied C Cauchy ) stresses,
(U C- CU)
in terms of the elastic stretches ( see Eq.1.2.2 ),
e a e
using logarithmic strain measures. Based on Appendix B, we
have for principal elastic strains
.e Ln( , ) (1.S .1)
Thus the principal Cauchy stresses areE to_
ie.,
where,
are the Kirchhoff stresses , and the small strain
elastic constants are ,
E = Young's modulus
S= Poisson ratio
The stresses in Eq. 1.6.2 follow from the
assumption that Kirchhoff stresses are work-conjugate to
log-strains , up to moderate stretches of about 1.4+ ,
28
( Anand , 1979 ).
1.7 The Net Result
We now assume that the material has a lises
type of flow resistance, remaining approximately constant
with plastic deformation and, a rubbery resistance changing
with plastic strains ie., with chain reorientation.
Plastic deformation occurs when the magnitude of the
acPlied stress to overcome both these resistances
simultaneously , ie., when the difference between the
applied stress and the rubbery resistance reaches a
critical value
Physically, this means that in uniaxial
te'sion for example, the material would have a
true-stress vs. stretch behaviour as represented in
Fi.• 1.7 . In this we see that the behaviour of the polymer
( :he net curve J, is the " sum " of two curves : one
reoresenting elastic + perfectly-plastic behaviour, and
the other, rubbery behaviour.
Further, we have seen from experiments the
yield stress can be continually lowered by increasing
tne temperature up to Tg where the plastic resistance
s~:uld disappear. At a temperature a little above Tg
,i:eally no Mises resistance should remain, and the polymer
should behave like a rubber. Ihus Fig. 1.8 illustrates the
conscitutive behaviour of a polymer at two typical
temoeratures - one, a little below Tg , the other, a little
atoye Tg . These two respectively represent the following
nJviou~ r • (1) linear-elastic + nonlinear- kinematically
net behaviour.
= "sum"
I
-I--
ear elastic-perfectly plastic
rubber y
A0,
true strain
FigurB .7 : The net true-stress vs. true-strain behaviour
OT ; ~ssy PolymI'rs
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glassy
T >f T
rubbery
true strain
Figure 1.8 : The constituve behaviour of a glassy polymer
in uniaxial tension, below Tg ( left ) and
above Tg ( right ).
true strain
hardening plastic and ,(2) nonlinear-elastic or rubbery.
The behaviour of a glassy polymer is idealized as the
former.
Actual tests show that most polymers have a
little rate-sensitivity at temperatures near or above Tg
Figure 1.9 shows the true-stress vs. stretch curve
obtained in a load-unload experiment on polystyrene at
113 C ( ie. about Tg + 15 C ) , revealing a strong
hysterisis effect . This is somewhat influenced by the
loading rate that was employed and would change with it
At this temperature , however , instabilities are
suppressed because , at all points on the stress-strain
curve C in a one-dimensional Considere representation ),
(1.7.1)
8E
This is one reason why a test conducted at
T < Tg will not give the true stress-stretch curve
predicted in Fig. 1.8 , because necking instability would
set in early in the test ( at " b " in Fig. 1.1 ) , after
which all the deformation would localize in the neck and
shoulders as described in Ch. 1.1 . this is observed even
at temperatures a little above Tg as is seen in
Fig. 1.10 , in which we see the load vs. displacement curve
for polystyrene at 105 C
We can obtain the locus " C ", of instability
points as defined by the inequality in Eq. 1.7.1 , with
lowering yield stress C ie. increasing temperature from
below Tg ) as shown in Fig.1.11 . On any given curve we
32
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Figure 1.10 : Tension test on polystyrene at 105 C
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Figure 1.11 : Instability in tension tests on polymers
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have an initial point where instability is reached, and a
final point where we regain stability , ie., when
Crr
because of the " locking " behaviour of polymers ie., the
upturn in the stress-stretch curve . The curve in
Fig. 1.9 was obtained from a test done at a temperature
which lowered the yield stress , resulting in the true
stress vs. stretch curve lying fully below the locus
" C " as for example , curve " d " in Fig. 1.11 . We
have avoided any necking instability necking , and thus
in effect , obtained a truly uniaxial homogeneous stress
field throughout the specimen for the entire duration of
the test.
CHAPTER 2: FINITE STRAIN ANALYSIS -- TOTAL QUANTITIES
2.1 kinematics
In Chapter 1 we saw the physics of
deformation for the special case of principal stretches
without rotations . Here we shall develop the mathematical
equations to describe the most general case of
deformations . Let us first define the following
quantities ( see Fig. 2.1 ):
X = initial undeformed geometry ( vector ) at time = 0
X = final deformed geometry ( vector ) at time = t
= plastically deformed geometry ( vector ) at time = t
ie. , this is the state elastically unloaded from X
without rotations
F = deformation gradient ( tensor ) at time = t
(2.1 .1)
Decomposition
Dropping the superscript " t " for
clarity, let us use the following decomposition :
a= -
decomposition :
unload without ro
F=F-F'
tat ions :F FpF
time=t
Iloaded
configur ations
time t+at
//. ~--
I,.j .
time =o Fe
uration
--
-
deforme
con figurations
: Finite strain
;1
Qlo
. I*
2)
(
Figure 2.1
J
.ýd-
kinematics .
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F FiF (2.1 .2)
where
Fe f 4- (2.1 .3)
is the C elastic ) deformation gradient to bring a
material point at state
to the state
Thus
pP S eF_ (2.1 .4)
is the " plastic " deformation gradient and is not
necessarily symmetric . However we choose it to satisfy the
volume conservation condition, implying nondilational
plasticity ,
det( F P ) = 1 (2.1 .5)
2.2 Constitutive Laws
Consider the states of deformation
described in Fig. 2.1 ( compare with Fig. 1.3 for
physical interpretation ) . All references are made to a
global cartesian frame unless otherwise noted.
2.2 
Constitutive Laws
39
The initial state at a time
deformed to the state at a time t carrying Cauchy
stresses
.
The elastically unloaded ( plastically deformed )
configuration is
X
where the " thought experiment " of unloading is done
without rotations. This means that between the states
X and ~
we have pure ( elastic ) straining without any free-body
rotations . As described in Section 1.2 , we note that we
also have oack stresses
associated the elastically unloaded , plastically deformed
state .
Having described the kinematics
ceformation at a time t , we can procede to obtain the
Cauchy stresses
to
in terms of the elastic deformation gradient ,
F g
and the back stresses ,
t T
&P"
0 is
in terms of the plastic deformation
F
P
These are described in Appendices "
respectively .
The Yield Function
gradient
B " and " A"
Let us define a " Yield Radius " as follows
S - tr( g )* * (2.2.1)
~ L3
The prime superscript " / " indicates the deviatoric
component ; " tr " indicates the trace ;
I
is the identity tensor . In Eq. 2.2.1 the following
quantities are defined
with(2.2.2
with
(2.2.3)
and
J = det(Fe) (2.2.4)
Equation 2.2.2 uses all stress measures referred to the
loaded configuration . Since we would like to include
effects to the order of the elastic strain , the back
^a = t -
stress tensor ,
U-
that " lives " in the unloaded configuration is now
transformed to a tensor
Cr
( as defined in Eq. 2.2.3 ) ,in the loaded configuration ,
since the ( internal ) tractions in one configuration would
change with deformation
We can now choose a Mises type of yield
function representing kinematically hardening
behaviour as illustrated in Fig 2.2 ,
/ / 2
7Y = Crr: CT 2U O
9 "A o
(2.2.5)
where ": " indicates a double contraction ie., the trace
of the matrix product; and
is the yi ld strength nsh ar and is taken to be about
is the yield strength in shear and is taken to be about
50.6 MPa for polystyrenQ ( Argon and Bessonov, 1976 );
Thus Eq. 2.2.5 can be written in index
notation as
t/ J /
Uj JL -z~t~a
There is an implicit assumption in our choice of yield
function : that
and Cr-
v--~ /at~*,
, the yield radius
J= d et(F e)
Figure 2.2 : Yield function representing kinematically
hardening behaviour
/\
/ /
~ZJ -F e
Yield Function :
always appear in the deviatoric form of their difference .
In the yield function chosen above , we could also include
the following effects often seen in polymers :
1) pressure sensitivity
2) temperature dependence of the yield strength
3) strain rate dependence of the yield strength
Having defined all quantities rel~vevnt
to the state at a time t , in Chapter 3 we will proceed
to define incremental quantities , that will in effect help
us update all variables to new values at atime t +At .
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CHAPTER 3 : FINITE STRAIN ANALYSIS - INCREMENTAL QUANTITIES
3.1 Introduction
In order to update or integrate
stresses , strains , state variables etc. from values at a
time t to those at a time t +6t , we have to
evaluate all incremental quantities
Consider the states of deformation
represented in Fig. 2.1 ie. , say we know
i XiFn -
x-~~
e EL
at a time t , and
at a time t +At . The scope of this chapter is to
obtain expressions for
having known all the variables at a time t , and
having chosen the incremented state
Hence, we can thereafter determine
-T -
etc. and
t + t .
thus completely define the state at a time
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3.2 Incremental kinematics
Here we shall develop expressions for
increments of deformation in the loaded configuration
ie., total increments , and for increments in the unloaded
configuration ie., plastic increments
Having known
X and X
we can get expressions for
f and
( see Section 2.1 ) . Since elastic strains in polymers can
be large , quantities such as vectors and tensors referred
to the unloaded configuration could be different from the
same referred to the loaded configuration
Some definitions
The velocity gradient is defined as
S+-I
= F'
where the rate of deformation is
(3.2.1)
(3.2.2)
D Sym(L
S (L+L) (3.2.3)2
and the spin is
W = Sk-Sym(, )
=-(L -L" ) (3.2.4)
In the above equations " Sym " and " Sk-Sym " respectively
stand for the symmetric and the skew- symmetric
components . In dealing with rate-kinematics , we
essentially imply the following , for the time-rate of
change of any quantity A AA
A= Lt -A t
However , in a numerical procedure , small differences
occuring over small increments in time can be cast into
" effective " rate quantities . In a rate-dependent
formulation the response to small imposed changes would
depend on the time step over which these changes are
imposed, and on these imposed changes themselves; in a
rate-independent formulation , the response to small
imposed changes would depend only on the imposed changes
themselves , and not on the ( small J time-step over which
these changes occur
Since ours is a rate-independent formulation,
for changes occuring over a small time-step At , the
entries in Eq. 3.2.1 are discretized as follows:
F 
-= (3.2.5)F~ t =- }
There are various ways of choosing an
-or the increment.
.1F = -( f2
Iective value for
efective value for F
'=
e )F (3.2.6)
( Parks, 1983 )
(3.2.7)
and Winget,
-f - (3.2.8)
With small increments
tnree diminish
the differences amongst the
Inc rem ents in the Unloaaded Configuration
From Eqs. 2.1.2 , 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we have
I
(3.2.3)
Tnen, i -th
F-' = i (~r2
( Hughs 1980 )
above
L
- F F*  '
=F+eFe-F"ý F)-Fe
(3 .2. -1lu
D = Sym( L )
· r,,,I
(3.2.11)
can be interpreted as the rate of plastic deformation
the jnloaded
quantity
configuration ( Onat,1981 ). We also have the
D
which is interpreted as the rate of plastic deformation
in the loaded
expressions
configuration , and is defined
A
-I pe 4 IP
,-F•Dp "/- F1 ,D L
='k. 1--" r:2
APkL= AJL
tkj*
4 -I
e Fe, Fe ESK Jl
is a fourth
notation in
rank mapping
Eq.
function represented in index
3.2.15 .
This development is based on
considerations and is described in detail in Appendix
It is found from a simple
magnitude analysis , that a typical entry in
ord er of
Fe
by the
^2
Giving
(3.2.12)
(3.2.13)
where
iJL
(3.2.14)
(3.2.15)
power
DPI
is of order ( 1 + E e )
is of the order of the elastic strains . Thus a typical
entry in Eq. 3.2.15 is of order
( 1 + E )x(
Hence , to order Se we have
DrSpin of theUnloaded
Spin of the Unloadad
From Eqs. 3.2.9 to 3.2.11
Fe =(D - W)F F@F(D+
we have
W)e-10(3.2.17)
and by Eq. 2.1.3 we also have
w,- (Dc-WP)OFeC/A C . (3.2.18)
Hence, we have
(W- Wi).
t, týN = 0
(3.2.19)
spin of the unloaded state is
( 1 -Ee 3.
(3.2.16)
State
where
_F *e(D-er·/FOMC
W )+(D+D).Fe-F (D+C- -ý^ -'::-- zSF (W-Z2
Thus, the
t'-w(D±Db)
V~
(3.2.20)
where ,
is a fourth rank linear mapping function of
Fe
that maps symmetric tensors into skew-smmetric ones. this
tensor map is similar to the one in Eq. 3.2.13 . Appendix D
has the detaled development of this map. We note that
is a little different from W
the spin of the loaded state . This would be the case
if any incremental stretching occurs in a direction other
than the principal elastic stretch directions at a time
t . Further, we see that
LU
has terms of order
() + E
and cannot be neglected , unlike
in Eq. 3.2.13 . As an example in the two-dimensional case
we have
(,+D) (IF,°- Ec 0(D+DD-D-D)Fe
(3.2.21)
W Z
The Flow rule
We can now define a flow rule : an obvious
( but not necessarily unique ) choice is , assuming
nondilational incremental plasticity ( using " yield radius
and the yield function as defined in Ch 2.2 ),
/ ~ (3.2.22)
(3.2.23)
= Acr*
.hereAis a scalar. Thus we have
A. eY (3.2.24)
.wjhere
e a nd
are developed in Appendix E. Note that , from Appendix E
we can express as
(3.2.25)
where Z is evaluated in Appendix E4.
= Z:Dt:ý: tý
5.5 Updating the variables
Having defined all incremental
we can now procede to integrate
at a time t is.,
U- t etc.
to new values at a time t +At
U- C,t: ý) t:;--D
all variables
quantities
from values
etc,
In Eq. 3.2.10 we can define
-I
iF
t+At t
6t
2 t )F -IF-2.Z+;F e
2
or
-I
fP
thus giving ( using Eqs. 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 )
' 3.35.5)
= (+2 6tL )
*'
and
(3.3.1)
(3.3.2)
(3.3.3)
-I
(3.3.4)
t+.t P
3.3 Updating the variables
ie.,
(I-zt6 L't)
All quantities on the right side of
Eq. 3.3.5 have been either defined or known ( from Ch. 3.1
and Eqs. 3.2.10, 3.2.20 and 3.2.23 ). With the new value
thus obtained, we have ,from the constraint in Eq. 2.1.2
f = F (3.3.6)
where the incremented final state
t F
has been chosen earlier
With
and
known , we can get the new Cauchy stresses
C-
( from Appendix B ) and the updated back stresses
( from Appendix A )
Since the integration process is discretized
in finite steps , there is no assurance that the new state
thus obtained will not violate the yield function defined
by Eq. 2.2.5 . In Chapter 5 we will describe a method of
converging to the " proper " solution that does not violate
any of the constraints we have set , by employing a
numerical " search " technique .
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CHAPTER 4 INVARIANCE UNDER RIGID-BODY ROTATIONS
In Chapter 3 we arrived at expressions for
new stresses , state variables etc. , as we updated the
state from
tX
(4.1)
at a time t to
x
(4.2) at
a time t + At . If however , these two differed only by a
rigid-body rotation between them ie., there were no strain
increments , then we need only to suitably update the old
variables at a time t to new ones with reference to the
updated state at a time t +At , without any numerical
integration ie., entirely via orthogonal transformations.
Hence for the most general case of
deformation , given the states
and
we can find an intermediate state
-X
which is a rotated , but unstretched version of the state
The rigi-boy rotation b ween the statesX
The rigid-body rotation between the states
a nd
is the same as between the states
X a nd t
Hence , between the states
and tXýt-X
we have no rotations , but only strains . This procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 4.1
Let the deformation gradients ( defined by
Eq. 2.1.1) at the states
be
Our objective is to find
F
given
0 F and - .
By polar decomposition ( see Appendix A
for example , in which this is explained with reference to
the plastic deformation gradient ) , we have
0 (4.3)
and
(4.4)=V*R
=:0
decomposition :
unload without ro
time =o
rotated but
unstretched
tations
T t
uratii
/1
uration
nloaded-
configu rations V __
Figure 4.1 : Showing the " rotated but incrementally
unstretched " intermediate state .
-1 >\time ttiat
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qlo led
F=FeF' . D.. : . ... a. : .
I-
where
(V "V
are the " left " finger stretch
are the rotation
From Eqs. 4.3 and
tensors .
tensors , and
4.4 let
)
or , for
write
axi-symmetric / plane strain cases . we could also
P RRtý-, týý
It is clearly seen that
*R
is the incremental rotation between the states
" t " and " t +6t
Consid
at times
and is orthogonal
er the deformation gradient
(4.9)
which can be decomposed as follows :
By Eq. 2.1.2
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
c"ROk
2~ t ~
=F'
F~q
=ReF
-Ri".
= ~R!P RT
and
(4.12)
Thus, corresponding to the elastic deformation gradient
Eq. 4.11 , we have the Cauchy stresses
-Y- .L
(4.13)
where
corresponds to the elastic
CFe
deformation gradient
Corresponding to the plastic deformation gradient
we have the back stresses
= R -.cTF.R TRr
corres ponds to the plastic deformation gradient
Thus Eqs. 4.8 through 4.14 help determine
the intermediate rotated out unstretched
where ,
*Fpe
(4.10)
(4.11)
Eq. 4.12
t:2Cr •
wnere
(4.14)
SR.k F
"R ".rR7-R
state .
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Now , any deformation C straining ) would be
evident if
as obtained were different from
F
We can now use the procedure in Ch. 3 to integrate
stresses , state variables etc. from values in the
intermediate state to new values in the final state
via a numerical integration procedure .
*The isevelpoment in chis chptear was done in early
January 1983, similar work has been done Dy Rolph
(Rolpn and Bathe, July 1983).
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CHAPTER 5: A NUMERICAL SEARCH USING CONSTRAINED PERTURBATIONS
5.1 The concept o' the " proper " solution
In Ch. 3 we arrived at expressions for
stresses , state variables , etc. , as we incremented the
geometry from the initial state at a time t to the final
chosen state at a time t + At . Since we have discretized
the process of integration via a forward Euler type of
procedure , the values finally arrived at may not
necessarily satisfy all the constraints .
The final geometry is fixed as chosen , ie.,
we know
F (5.1.1)
at a time " t + A- " Hence by Eqs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.5
have
F
and
t e +A P
det( Feo det( f)
Hence from Eq. 2.1.3
4F
By Eq. 2.2.5 we can write the yield function as
we
(5.1 .2)
(5.1.3)
(5.1 .4)
~~bt
-F e
Y( (5 F) 0 .1.5)
By the procedure described in Ch. 3 , we
automatically satisfy the constraints in Eqs. 5.1.1
through 5.1.4 , but not necessarily Eq. 5.1.5 . It should
be noted , however , that the first estimate of the
solution will not be " far " from the exact solution
satisfying all of the above mentioned constraints
Let
)Ee (5.1.6)
be the first estimate of the solution arrived at in Ch. 3
Our objective is to determine the corrections to the
solution in Eq. 5.1.6 , such that the second estimate thus
arrived at , ie., the solution
(FF (5.1 .7)
will satisfy all the constraints , Eqs. 5.1.1 through 5.1.4
and the constraint in Eq. 5.1.5 to a closer tolerance than
was achieved with the first estimate ( Eq. 5.1.6 ) .
Convergence is achieved to an acceptable tolerance , by
repeating the above procedre , to susequent estimates of
the solution .
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5.2 The " Constrained Perturbation " procedure
Here we seek new elastic , and plastic
deformation gradients to give the chosen ( fixed ) total
deformation gradient . In Fig. 5.1 we see a physical
interpretation of this , in which we have , for a ( fixed )
final configuration at a time t +t , several " close "
solutions that satisfy the constraints in Eqs. 5.1.4
through 5.1.4 . By successively arriving at new estimates ,
we can get to, ( within a tolerance ) , satisfy Eq. 5.1.5
aswell
For convenience let us drop off the
superscriots t + Lt . Since we are perturbing variables
about t'e just found first estimate of the solution
we do have increments in deformation , rotation etc.
Eq. 5.1.4 implies that
(5.2.1)
Since the final configuration is fixed as chosen
the total increments in deformation , rotation etc., are
absent curing any perturbation , ie. ,the velocity gradient
L =D + W= (5.2.2)
( see E-. 3.2.1 ) . But the plastic deformation rate
and spi-i
Dneed  necessarily 
need no- necessarily be 0
time= t+At
)aded
nfigu rat ion
ad ed
gurations
Figure 5.1 : Physical interpretation of the constrained
perturbations during the numerical search
ai - 7/SOIUT
est;ima
pk
P~----
P
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From Eq. C.4 in Appendix C , we have for the
rate of the elastic Cauchy-Green tensor , using Eq. 5.2.2 ,
= -2 Fe'I'- Vý^, (5.2.3)
From Eq. C.3 we have
I ' -
=--i - F *j4J2K wc ý2 12 ~ (5.2.4)
or in index notation ,
,-I
2 ;m jn
DP
-1
F-e S) pjt) L j fjn ro m
- S:' e0
(5.2.5)
(5.2.6)
in which
S.
is a fourth rank tensor mapping function , relating the
local rate of the elastic deformation gradient to the local
rate of plastic deformation , during a constrained
perturbation . In Table 5.1 , we have a representation of
Eq. 5.2.6 , in which
eF
are the corresponding entries in the inverse of the
elastic deformation gradient matrix ,
From Eqs. 5.2.2 and 3.2.20 we have
WP W:D (5.2.7)
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TABLE 5.1: matrix representation of Eq.5.2.6
2/
Dz'z
d,a
D3'
and using Eq. 5.2.6 , we have in index notation
2 Lmn
The rate of change of
Eq. E.12 ,
SmknL Fý
yield
Ye '(
(5.2.8)
status is found from Appendix
(5.2.9)&- n
From Eq. E.23 we have
Ye U JL
From Appendix J Eqs. B.2 , B.3 and B.5 we have the
elas:ic strain tensor
Le= n e)
(5.2.12)
where ,
C.Lj kL
is the compliance tensor see Eq. E2.3 in Sub-Appendix
Thus for linear elastic materials
E
sf. iUr kLDP
U7B LU Drj •pL xL
+ t )jkLDKL (5.2.10)
(5.2.11)
E2 )
LU
- / týL9:
, we have
Ej
From Eq.
- C e
-"
5.1.3 ,
J = det ( )
= det ( )
= constant,
(5.2.14)
for chosen final state .
Hence , the pressure ,
= constant (5.2.15)
Hence from Eqs.
S= 0
5.2.14 and 5.2.15
(5.2.16)
and
a r
d.t
= 0
We finally get
= 0
ie., any increments in Kirchhoff stress during
constrained perturbation will be purely deviatoric .
3 (5.2.13)
J
we have
(5.2.17)
(5.2.18)
"to
tr('tr>
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5.3 Relating to
From Eq.
exp ( E
5.2.11 we have
F e
1 + 21-
2
+
Hence , from Eqs. 5.2.13 and 5.2.18 we have
6
Thus , to order Ee
'J E
jS i+E~js ir ss Ir jsj "
(5.3.4)
We could write Eq. 5.3.4 as
or,
e
ZP
(5.3.1)
,- ° °
(5.3.2)
, in E
in E
r3S
(5.3.3)
we haveq. 5.3.2
+ I
;r 35 ir 35
• • [
% E---E--01?
31
c~"
-- +
S I-
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e
-H:
and is represented
(5.3.5)
in Table 5.2 .
5.4 The final correction
In Eq. 5.2.10 ,
, for the rate of change
using Eqs. 5.2.6 and 5.3.5
of the yield function ,
+2 F.S
C F.7 a W/ippjJ4 knrln
C7j -ISL kmlr)Pi EP L~nk
Equation 5.4.1 can be written as
We can now
follows :
choose the correction to the Kirchhoff stress
- osym(A )
where the scalar 0 is to be determined . From Eq. 5.4.2
we have for the incremental change in
we get
S&n
kmin~
9 ý rH
(5.4.1)
(5.4.2)
(5.4.3)
I
2
'I
yield status ,
TABLE 5.2: matrix representation of Eq. 5.3.5
2Zi e
e
e
F43
F31
33
2;
P-1
0i
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= K:(sy m(K)/
Hence , if the
function
new yield status is not to violate the yield
J we have
K:(sym(K))
Thus the second estimate of the solution
obtained
in which the
ccrrection
and 5.4.6 .
increment inKirchhoff stress
is completely determined from
We can now get the elastic
(5.4.7)
ie., the
Eqs . 5.4.3
deformation
gracient corresponding to the state of stress in Eq.
5
follow ing a procedure similar to the
(5.4.8)
one in Appendix
All other variables such as ,
(9 ' etc-
can thus be
etc.
found using constraint Eq. 5.1.2 , Appendix
(5.4.4)
Y0 + 6Y =
giving
(5.4.5)
(5.4.6)
from
5.4.7
B .
F2O
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The second estimate of the solution will be
found to satisfy all the constraints , Eqs. 5.1.1 through
5.1.5 to the extent that Eq. 5.4.5 closely represents the
Eq. 5.1.5 , ie. ,
Y( Fe ) < 0 (5.4.9)
The procedure can be repeated successively
till a suitably converged solution is reached .
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CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION IN THE FEM PROGRAMME , AND RESULTS
6.1 Verifying the Constitutive Model
The constitutive model developed in the
previous chapters was coded-up into a computer programme
Several simple cases of homogeneous deformation were tried,
to confirm that the code truly reflected the mathematical
logic used in developing the model.
The case of a pseudo-shear deformation
is one of many cases used to demonstrate the above
mentioned. Figure 6.1 shows the response of the coded
programme for this case , clearly showing a " locking "
behaviour . We also see that , due to the very large
strains and the inherent non-linearity , we develop
normal stresses such as U- shown.
6.2 Finite Element Method ( FEM ) Implementation
The constitutive model developed was linked
to the FEM programme ABAQUS , by suitably coding up the
linking subroutines for compatability
We investigated the behaviour of two
polymeric materials - polycarbonate (Pc) and polystyrene
(Ps) , in two problems of large deformation:
a) the formation and propagation of necks in
round bars in tension ; and
agalIL
_T iZ.
0i
E = 5500 MPa
S)= 0.3 U-I,
o
500
0
N = 25 links
C(= 0.5 MPa unload --..
S.0o tan 9 -- 3-0 5.0
Figure 6.1 : Large strain " pseudo shear " deformation
Results of the coded computer programmme
T = 317.5 MPa
b) the drawing of round polymer tufts out of
a half-space , thus modelling the drawing of craze-tufts
outlined in Chapter 1.
In all of the cases we used eight-noded
axi-symmetric elements , and employed a reduced integration
procedure .
The mechanical properties used are as
follows:
Polystyrene
The Young's modulus, E = 3250 MPa
The yield stress in shear,,. = 50.625 MPa Argon, (1976)
Poisson's ratio,
Number of polymer links
between entanglements,
The pre-multiplier
rubber modulus,
= 0.3
N = 25 ( This is based on
stretches of about 5
observed in craze-tufts
by Kramer , 1983 .)
CCn= 0.75 MPa ( This is based
on a test done above Tg,
see Appendix A .)
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Polycarbonate
E = 2350 MPa Bauwens-Crowet,
( 1972 )
'1) 0.3
= 35.14 MPa ( from a test,
explained later
N = 3 in the text )
2.25 MPa
6.3 Necking and Plastic Orawing of Round Bars in Tension
The problem of necking in glassy polymers
was investigated for both the materials , polystyrene and
polycarbnate , by the finite element method . A
simple-tension experiment was also done on a round
polycarbonate sample ( - diameter , D = 5.5 mm ; length
L = 23.3 mm ) at room temperature. The sample used had
been heat-treated to 165 C and then quenched in ice . In
Fig. 6.2 we have the load vs. normalized displacement curve
obtained from the test.
The yield stress based on peak load in the
test is about 60 Mpa , giving
a = 35.14 Mpa = 60/I-
ax.m
dra
0.1 0.2
normalized
Lwing load
neck
> = 0.786a•D
Lo . '-3to
I
r I i t I
0.3
displacement A
Figure 6.2 : The load vs. normalized displacement curve
from a uniaxial tension test on a
polycarbonate sample quenched in ice after
being heat-treated to 165 0 C .
load 1.2683X 0" MN =
0.7895Pm
IS0-
0.75.
z
2
-v
O
0.25 -.
0
0.4
L/Lo
0.5
1i
The number of links between entanglements is
taken to be
N = 3
based on ratio of the un-necked to the necked areas meaured
to be about 1.62 . This ratio is usually very close to the
network-stretch for a polymer ie., 9 .
6.3.1 Results from the Finite Element Analysis
Polycarbonate Neck
The initial ( undeformed ) mesh is shown in
Fig. 6.3 , showing the imposed displacement boundary
condition . In Fig. 6.4 we have the plots of the normalized
load vs. normalized displacement , both from the experiment
and from the FEM analysis . For the experimental curve the
load has been normalized with respect to the peak load ; in
the computational case , the normalization is with respect
to yield load based on the initial area, A, of the
undeformed mesh . The displacements are normalized with
respect to the initial length, Lof the specimen and the
undeformed mesh respectively .
In Fig.6.5 we see a comparison of the
unloaded profiles from the test and the FEM analysis ; the
agreement is remarkable . In Fig. 6.6 we see the deformed
meshes during the stages of formation and propagation of
the neck . The profile on unloading is also shown .
From Fig. 6.4 we note that the drawing load
of approximately 0.85 times the peak from the FEM
analysis , is about 7.5 °/, higher than the corresponding
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elements
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Figure 6.3 : Initial axi-symmetric FEM mesh
polycarbonate neck problem .
used for the
I
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i
1 : I
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'I I I
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U
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P/P ,, ex perimertal
0 0.1 0,2 0.3
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Figure 6.4
A/Lo
displacement
: Normalized load vs. normalized displacement
from a FEM analysis of the polycarbonate neck
problem , compared with the experimental curve.
I
0.8
0,2
0
0
Figure 6.5 : Comparison of the experimental neck profile
with the computed one ( shown nested a little
off centre for clarity ) for polycarbonate .
J
~~~r
~r rr r
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rr
II_
cloaded
L_ ii
unloaded
Figure 6.6 : Deformed meshes from computational analysis
corresponding to the stages of formation and
propagation of a neck -- polycarbonate case
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load from the test ( - found to be about 0.789t'mies Ete
peak ). One reason for this disparity may be that
polycarbonate could have a material instability or yield
drop represented schematicall in Fig.6.7 ( Spitzig and
Richmond, 1979). This would cause the load to drop further.
We could also expect a larger yield drop if
we took into consideration the pressure dependence of the
yield stress . Bauwens ( 1972 ) found that , for
polycarbonate , the yield stress in compression is about
1.307 times that in tension at room temperature . In
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 we see contours of the hydrostatic
pressure , p ie., of
p = -tr ) (5.3.1)
in the loaded and in the unloaded states . In Fig. 6.10
we see contours of incremental plastic strain
D:D
in which we can see a central region where maximum flow is
occuring flanked , above and below, by zones of lower
incremental plastic deformation . The zone above is seen
to be approaching the main body which is only elastically
deforming and hence has no flow occuring . The zone below
approaches the neck which has reached steady-state
proportions and is not deforming further . A close
examination of Figs. 6.8 and 6.10 reveals that close to the
region of maximum plastic flow , we also have the maximum
negetive pressure . In this zone we see an average pressure
of about -30 MPa ( ie., about 1.5 times the average
pressure at peak load ) . Hence ,based on the pressure-
dependence of the yield stress , we could have an
effective yield stress of about 32.8 MPa ie., about 6.5 %
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tn
%A
L.-
4-
v,
L.
true strain
Figure 6.7 : Schematic representation of a true stress vs.
true strain curve with a small material
instability ( yield drop ) .
].D. VALUE
2 -B.00E*02
2 -5.22E-01
3 -A.55E-*0
5 -2.88E6*0
6 -2.11E*03
7 - 1.3E*-01
8 -5.55EZ00
9 *2.22E-00
10 *I.ODE-01
50 40 ao 20
MPa - -
Figure 6.8 : Polycarbonate neck : hydrostatic pressure
( in MPa ) contours shown on the deformed,
loaded configuration ; the variation along tha
axis is plotted on the left .
I
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]D. VALUE
I -3.00E ]01
2 -2.11E-01
3 -1.22E*01
4 -3.32E*00
6 *L.44E01~
7 · 2.33E103
8 *3.22E-01
9 *4.11E*0]
10 *5.00E.0]
unloaded
+
Figure 6.9 : Polycarbo
( in MPa
nate neck : hydrostatic pressure
) contours shown on the deformed,
unloaded configuration ; the variation along
tne axis is plotted on the left .
loaded
/
\\
].D. VALUE
3 -A.00E-00
4 -1.00E-03
5 ý2.00E-03
t6 5.00E-00
7 *8.00E-03
8 1.10~E-02
9 *1.4AE-02
10 -1.70E-02
11 -2.0OE-02
Figure 6.10 : Polycarbonate neck : contours showing
the range of incremental plastic strain
in the yielding zone .
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lower than used in the yield function C see Chapter 2 )
Incorporating this effect would result in a drawing load
much closer to the experimentally observed one
Changes in chain configuration in a
plastically deformed polymer specimen bear a direct
relationship to the birefringence patterns observed when
such a specimen is tested ( Andrews, 1965 ) . There is
however , to a much lesser degree the photoelstic effect
due to elastic strains . The two effects may clash in
regions of low plastic strains ; but close to the necked
region , for example , where plastic strains are orders of
magnitude higher than elastic strains , the birefringence
patterns observed would predominently relate to the
changes in chain configuration ie., to the contours of
differences in principal plastic stretches shown in
Fig. 6.11
Some Observations
We note that , even though having reached
steady-state proportions under an external tensile load
the necked region is not under a state of uniaxial tensile
stress . Each material element in the un-necked region of
the main body at a typical distance from the load-axis
suffers a unique strain history as it sequentially
" passes " through the shoulder , and then , into the neck.
A material element closer to the outer edge of the bar
suffers far greater hoop stress than does an element close
to the axis of symmetry .
Hence , as seen in Fig. 6.9 for example , the
pressure along the axis in the unloaded configuration drops
to zero in the main body which has not plastically deformed
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at all ' but in the necked region we see a residual stress,
and the pressure does not drop to zero . However, the
integrated effect of the stresses across any cross-section
in the unloaded state will yield a net zero load
At steady state we can thus expect that all
gradients along the load-axis alone will vanish ; we could
howevar, have radial gradients ie., normal to the axis
Lee, )alett and McMeeking, (1977), have made similar
observations in the extrusion problem they studied.
Polystyrene Neck
When a polystyrene rod is tested in tension
beloj its Tg about 100 C ) , it does not result in a neck
because crazing, followed by fracture intervene . None the
less , a CEM analysis of the polystyrene neck problem
orovides insight for the understanding of larg, strain
:rawirg processes , such as in textile fibres
The initial mesh for the polystyrene neck
problem is shown in Fig. 6.12 . All the material properties
used are as indicated earlier except for the yield stress
in shear ; the value , 39.1 MPa was used for the
polystyrene neck problem . This was later revised for the
.olyscyrene craze-tuft problem , for which the value of
5.525 M2Pa was used .
Figure 6.13 is a plot of the normalized load
vs. normalized displacement , showing a much larger load
drooD t-en seen in the polycarbonate case . n Fig. .14 we
see 3te deformed meshes during stages of formation and
Dropaý•a•"on of the neck, and of tne unloaded configuration.
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d is the configuration unloaded from c
!
We clearly see that the necked section suffers an axial
stretch of the order 4.95 , much larger than, about 1.62
seen in the polycarbonate case . We also note that this
stretch ( of 4.95 ) is about equal to the ratio of the
un-necked to the necked areas , and also , to the square
root of the number of chain links, N ( = 25 ) . Hence ,
this serves as a useful method of obtaining an approximate
measure of the number of links , N . The same is observed
in the polycarbonate case described earlier , in which we
assumed a value for N based on the experimentally
determined area ratio ; the area ratio that we finally got
from the FEM analysis is remarkably close to the actually
observed one ( see Fig. 6.5 ).
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show contours oF
hydrostatic pressure in the loaded and in the unloaded
configurations. In Figure 6.17 we see the yield zone of
incremental plastic deformation. Figure 6.1B shows contours
of differences in principal plastic stretches , and would
correspond to those observed in birefringence measurements.
6.4 Plastic Drawing of a Polymer Tuft out of a Half-Space
In this section we will try to model a
polystyrene craze-tuft. There is no obvious initial
undeformed mesh configuration that can be used in order to
arrive at a final shape that would resemble a drawn
craze-tuft under steady state conditions . The choice of
the undeformed mesh shown in Fig. 6.19 is motivated by the
following observations of crazes
Geometrically , where the tuft departs from the
half-space ie., the craze-flank , we expect to see the
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tuft-contour to blend with the edge of the half-space. A
notch is hence introduced in the initial configuration
Further , the edge condition imposed on the outer rim
( Fig. 6.19 ) implies, no net radial traction ; this would
mean that in an array of craze-tufts extending at steady
state , we expect no net radial traction imposed by any one
tuft on its neighbouring tufts . There could however be
steep gradients in radial stress along the outer rim,
as we shall see later.
The analysis is made under imposed displacement.
In Fig. 6.20 we see the load vs. displacement curve
obtained from the FEM analysis, with corresponding deformed
meshes during stages of formation of the tuft shown in
Fig. 6.21 . Figures 6.22 and 6.23 show the hydrostatic
pressure contours in the loaded and the unloaded
configurations. In Figs. 6.24 and 6.25 we see contours of
radial stress distribution in the loaded and the unloaded
configurations ; the variation along the outer edge is also
plotted . Figure 6.26 shows contours of incremental plastic
strain in the yield zone. Lastly , in Fig. 6.27 we see
contours of differences in principal plastic stretches and
would correspond to contours seen in a birefringence test.
6.5 Closing Remarks
We see that the constitutive model developed
based on the physical processes occuring in a deforming
polymer , when applied to a few boundary value problems
yields interesting results . Most of the results seem to be
intuitively sound . In the case of polycarbonate , for which
some experimental investigation was done , some agreement is
seen with the ccmputed results. Experiments done above Tg
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on polystyrene showed strong hysterisis effects ; they
however , did confirm the rubbery nature of polymers above
Tg .Further experimentation would strengthen the validity
of the model.
A few changes in the model would perhaps yield
more agreable results in some cases. As was seen in the
polycarbonate case , a pressure-sensitive yield function
will yield better results. Since most polymers are
sensitive to loading rates even at temperatures below Tg
we could have a rate-sensitive formulation.
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APPENDIX : A
Back Stresses in Terms of the Plastic Deformation Gradient
For a given plastic deformation gradient,
at any time , we have ( by polar decomposition )
(A.1)
where
is the plastic rotation m r x and
is the ( plastic ) rotation matrix and
(A.2)
I~~~~L -=-%_ 
týP,
'V. P
is the " Left " Finger-Stretch tensor and has the ( diagonal )
matrix of eigen values
whose diagonal entries are the principal plastic stretches
and the ( orthogonal ) matrix of eigen vectors
Hence by Eq. 2.1.5 we have
V~ Y= (A.3)
= V* RtP e t:
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Based on The Three-Chain fModel discussed
in Section 1.2 , the expression for free energy based on
contributions entirely from the configurational entropy
change due to plastic strains , Treloar ,1975 ) is
F = +LnA.4)
(A.4)
where
C = an additive constant
= nkT MPa ( units of stress )
= 0.1948 MPiat 387 K
as calculated for polystyrene
k = 1.38 X 10 Nm/ K-molecule
= Boltzmann's constant
= R/An
R = Universal Gas Constant
An = Avogadro's Number
= 6.02 X 10 molecules/mole
n = number of chain segments / volume
= (fAn)/ie
= 365 X 10 molecules/m for polystyrene
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S= mass density
= 1.0491 X 106 g/m* for polystyrene
Me = entanglement molecular weight,
Critical molecular weight(Mc)/2
( Ferry, 1970 ),
= 17,300 g/mole for polystyrene
= 6.500 g/mole for polycarbonate,
N = number of chain links
between entanglements,
= about 25 for polystyrene
T = temperature , K
= (114 + 273) = 387 K in our test
= the principal plastic stretches
= " Langevin "
I-
SCoth (3)L iP
- / i. ij
Hence
P = Langevin-invArse , ( )
-I
We thus have, for the principal back
stresses ( see Eq. 1.5.4 ),
-ei~
113
__ --8F
7 = V ( no sum
1, -I
3 Lc (A.5)
Since by our assumption plastic deformation occurs
non-dilationally , and since any dilational free energy is
attributable to elastic deformations we can take the back
stresses to be deviatoric . Thus,
(A.6)
For example
Fig. 1.6 shows a plot of back stressvs. plastic stretch
( ie., Eq. A.7 ) for two values of N taking
1 .!z_ I-
This clearly demonstrates " locking " behaviour as the
stretch approaches N .
Having obtained the principal
back stresses ie., the diagonal values
we can get the actual back stresses by the orthogonal
transformation
= - (A.7)
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The pre-multiplier
CR
has the units of stress and can be obtained either from
the molecular data on the polymer, or preferably from a
simple-tension test conducted at a temperature T, a little
above Tg . For small stretches the Equation A.6 can be
written
Thus the tangent at zero strain ( = In( stretch ) ) would
have the slope
3cR
Uniaxial tension tests were conducted on
polystyren- sam3les at about 114 C . These were done in
several load-unload cycles . Later, each load-curve was
plotted as if the length of the specimen when each
reloading Degan had a stretch = 1 and its final stretch
calculated accordingly . The slopes of the initial tangents
( at zero strain ) nearly coincided for all the
load-curves. The value of about 1.0 MPa at 378 K for
the-pre-multiplier thus obtained was considerably higher
than the magnitude arrived at ie., about 0.2 MPa based on
molecular considerations equal to nkT as in Eq.A.4.
Figures A.1 and A.2 illustrate the test results and the
procedure described above . A value
C = 0.75 MPa
after linearly scaling down the value to room temperature
of 293 K , was finally chosen for polystyrene . The gradual
reduction in the value of with numbers of cycles is most
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likely due to the accumulating entanglement drift at the
test temperature .
The value . N = 25 chosen for
polystyrene is based on observations of the " network
stretch " ( of about 5 ) in typical polystyrene
craze-tufts ( Kramer, 1983 ). Similar such observations can
be made in uniaxial tension tests of polymers that do not
craze . The ratio of the original area to the necked area
would give a close estimate of the network stretch in such
cases . From chapter 1 we note that the number of links ,
N would then be the ( integer closest to the ) square of
the network stretch that was observed . Tension tests done
on polystyrene in the rubbery state ( ie.. T > Tg ) showed
a much larger network stretch than , 5 , predicted above
necause of the hysterisis effects that were preseent ( see
Fig. 1.9 )
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APPENDIX : B
Cauchy Stresses in terms of the Elastic Deformation Gradient
For a given elastic deformation gradient
Fe
at any time , we have
e Fe
(B.1)
and
'p
(B.2)
is the elastic stretch matrix and has the ( diagonal )
matrix of eigen values
U
whose diagonal entries are the principal elastic stretches
u, , , ,
and the ( orthogonal ) matrix of eigen vectors
'With the principal [ logarithmic ) elastic strains
e
= Ln(U (8.3)
we have , for a linear isotropic elastic material , for the
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Cauchy stresses
(T- x (B.4)
det (U)
where
T e
e- -M
"I FR n( : • c8
are the Kirchhoff stresses , and " det " stands for the
determinant . In Eq. B.5 the elastic modulii ( in tensor
notation ) are ,
(9.6)
~Wtkere
).. = the Kronecker Delta
E = the Youngs Modulus
(eg., 3250 MPa for polystyrene;
ref: Argon and Bessonov, 1975 )
V = tne Poisson Ratio
( eg., 0.3 for polystyrene )
The above development , relating Kirchhoff
stresses to logarithmic strains for moderate stretches of
up to about 1.4 , using the usual small scale elastic
moduli was suggested by Anand ( 1979 ) , based on
experimental evidence . In Eq. 5.5 , note the orthogonal
transformation using the eigen vector matrix described
above , to transform stresses from local principal
coordinates to global coordinates .
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APPENDIX : C
The Rate of Plastic Deformation
Let
For a hyperelastic material we have the following
77
denote the stored elastic energy per unit mass
( Fardshisheh and 0
of the Cauchy-Green
Be
nat , 1972
t4_nsDn or
=F .F
Fe •
r
). This energy
g iv ,n by
a function
That is ,
From EC. 3.1 ,v a ýave
e
F Fe eFeF.F +FF
Thus , from Eq. 3.2.9 in Chapter 3 we get,
B' ~ LF'F(D + k)F +
SL.Be+BL
q. 3..13.
- 2 F..Fe
ti ( rsB+ D)VJ -D 7,
(C.3)
Using
e
K .4.
ZF FL -
eL.B +
7
·W~·F~
tr,
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= (WB-B0W ) +(D-Be+ (D
'- - t r
The applied stresses , f rom Eq. C.2 ,are
Cr
V.
Power
(C.6)
= mass density
Let us evaluate
0 -/rk
We have , using Eqs.
P e.
le.,
per unit volume
the quantity
(C.7)
C.5 and C.6
&ý-'' cT:V (C.8)
PC -', (
Pt
+(D -D)-Be+ Be(Dhs (
cr rr~r L
+v e.+ F- B +t B'
On simplifying
P = (B- ) :DJ' B*3" * Ble
(C.5)
- )
, we have
(C.9)
(a-y -+Be+i·$-,'• 1/"Bo~
·W·Be-
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ie., from Eq. C.7 ,
44Y+ %F:,o; (C.10)
The right hand side of Eq. C.10 is the
" power " or, the " rate of work " of the applied stresses
working through the ( total ) rate of deformation . We can
interpret this as the sum of two quantities :
1) = the stored (recoverable ) elastic work rate
2) a = the dissipated part of the power
(C.11)
We could now interpret
as the rate of plastic deformation referred to the loaded
configuration
Notes :
In Eq. C.10 , the stored elastic work rate,
fy
has contributions entirely from the elastic strain energy
of the material. If however , as in the case of polymers
there are other forms of " recoverable " free energy , we
could add ( and subtract ) these contributions as well. We
could thus say , for glassy polymers
c P + uc:D+cD1 2=,pt/:2 W4J+' tD:
cr:D
;r
cr :D (C.1 )
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Here , the quantity
is the rate of work of the back stresses working through
the rate of plastic deformation in the unloaded
configuration
Thus in the case of polymers
Is interpreted as the stored work rate which is
recoverable , and
cr:P _- c-r:DP
Is interpreted as the " lossy " part or , the dissipated
cart of The power .
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APPENDIX : D
The spin of the unloaded state
From Ch. , Eq. 3.2.19 , we have ( in index
notation
LP' jk Lrjk tj =i(FK D
(0.1)
By writing
(D0.2)
and
we ca-n write Eq . 3.1 as
V i k j' (0.4)mwk
In Table 0.1
We can hence easily get
wbw - -
by suitably inverting
we have represented
-·
- mb~
Eq. 0.4 .
) (0.5)
F )(IP A
D+D P
TVIIIIý-~zJ
cr
L/·
W W
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as represented in table 0. .
plane-strai
C-w
As an example , for the 20
n case , we have
z J) .2 . z 2
axisymmetric /
(Fe+~Fe)
(0.6)
TABLE D.I: matrix
F~FeF2LI,+F,
( zeros
representation of Eq D.4
S l e e
-F21
in unfilled boxes )
F3 3, "
F-Fe
21
Fa,'21__.
-Fe -FF.
/
~-u ,F•
2 4e
22eF,
aitL
F2,
33
OZ3ý
C4$3A-2
F e
--- 
·
+ eF33, I F?
,F•
F3 .ý
----------- -------- :
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APPENDIX : E
The rate of change of yield status
From Chapter 2 , Eq. 2.2.5 we have , for the
yield status ,
Y (= i2 U o E.1)
We shall work with Kirchhoff stresses ( see Appendix B ,
Eq. B.6 ) and back stresses ( see Appendix A ) since they
are easier to work with . From Eq. 8.5 we have
with (E.2)
J = det( )F
We thus have for the rate of change of yield status
Y." SY * -TY 4- . (E.3)
From Eq. E.1 we have
C 
/
Cr (E.4)
ie., in index notation ( using symmetry conditions ) we
have
2 Ca CE.5)
Now ,
YY
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1K) * (LE .6)
_ _ 
a _ 1T 3S.e TP ft 3
Thus , using Eqs. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 , we get
c rj, E(E.7)
a T;r
e18.,
C r-. it eG 7 r
ft P'V!
oJ e
+m F1(eJ )~ I e
B
c rre. 10
(e 
.B)
The rates
and
are evaluated in Sub-Appendices El and E2 respectively ,
included at the end of this appendix . Substituting in
Eq. E.8 , we get
(J'i j'-i 5 E
(contd.. .)
0ý
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I jr yjrn
Hence , using Eq. E2.7 in Eq. E.9 , and
substituting into Eq.
on simplifying ,
E.5 , we get
E L U.¥/tj +s,FecrtLt
2E 'F 'c eFS2 E UJ tj Ifr
F/e Q aCr F.LtF r,,,
1 ý. 11-M
2E m
i e
ii "L
' ~6 +l im V
Fe a-t
0"Fe(t m
ckjmj
aJiF
/ e
/34 -e e
'J {• j
c -F F.itj t
In Eq. E.3 , using Eqs. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3
have the quantity
a'/
Crb
2•_•:a•-/
(conrd.
IeC4e (F. C -Fe C Cs eeLr Im
C.tJ q-0
er t I
aV'Jo
(E.9)
F-~ffu7 i
- 1
Fe -L9
Fe
(E.10)
, we
_
_e L/
Cr 'S,
· I
- I(j m
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fe,
2 e / e
=-F* crj iFz e; .1-4 (E.11)
Hence , using Eqs. E.4 , E.10 and E.11 in Eq. E.3 we have
0ý-t:ýZ (E.12)
where
Clr J(I-20
E
tr( C.
I+ iJE (E.13)
wit.
(E.14)
and
(E.15)F%. - Fe
In -q. E.12 we also have
= •+W-T - ,W
-i~ 1::::z Ir- (E.16)
with
VP
-DP)= e: (D
SDe9 3 (E.17)
and
Yc
2 /3
3 =e
=2I. Oc
E
=(T'F , #r F
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+ ý C . - y (E.18)
with
= D (E.19)
Eqs. E.17 and E.19 are the co-rotational ( Jaumann ) rates
based on spin of the Kirchhoff and the back stresses
respectively ; these are denoted by the symbol (V ). In
these equations the moduli are as follows
The isotropic elastic moduli are
e E E ^ 0
1L (4+i)( - (E.20)
Hence the active tangent ( elastic-plastic ) modulii are
ijkL
and are determined in Sub-Appendix E4 included at the end
of this appendix . The " rubbery rate mudulii " are
LkL
and are determined in Sub-Appendix E3 included at the end
of this appendix . The various rates of deformation and
spin tensors referred to in Eqs. E.16 to E.19 are defined
in Eqs. 3.2.3 , 3.2.4 , 3.2.20 and 3.2.23
Invariance under spin
Since we have no change in yield status with
spin alone , we have for
D o DP
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=0
ie.,
OC :(W. cr-
Hence in Eq. E.12 , using Eqs.
-D)
D~-(C 
-
+ cr( w:(D+D))
or in index notation
2
J (Dgjk)•mL - P R
+ 0c15: L(DYD K
+ LPý tk
Elastic increments
For elastic increments the yield
is evaluated assuming no plastic
cr~W==o
E.16 and E.18
(E.21)
we have
(E.22)
kL kL
I (E .23)
status
a -W .
2
J Ed:cc~ ~E~ r t~
:(D tý:rr
increments iD.. with
ID
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D' = 0
elastic increments
Hence from Eq. E.22 we get
eo:D
This can easily be written in index notation as in
Eq. E.23 . Eq. E.24 can be written as
= Z:D
We have evaluated
axi-symmetric/ p
Elastic-plastic
Z in Sub-Appendix E4 for
lane strain case ( see Eq.
the
E4.5 ).
increments
the flow rule , we have from
Eq. 3.2.23
(E.26)
Hence , for
Eq. E.22
elastic-plastic increments we have , from
0
\- v,Cg"O* /r)Ag-:-7)
* 1L./~Lzep (contd... )
= Ye
-
. 5-(4 : D )(U:D)*,i (E.24)
(E.25)
Using
-fl *
2oC
3 ~s:
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(contd..- )
:(D +Acr ).)g
+ ,U:D+A C7
In order not to violate the yield status P Eq. E.1 during
elastic-plastic
YeP
deformation
= 0
Hence , from Eqs. E.27 and E.28 , we get the scalar
A (E.29)
where the scalar denominator of Eq.
e
E.29 is given by
/
/T~
8*). u'
I
(E.30)
2 (E.27)
. we have
(E.28)
2
J
,A
._:(A-K•
(1-31
+ Cr.(U)
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SUB-APPENDIX
Determination of
From Appendix
elastic strains are
E e
LL
B ( Eq.
= Ln( U..)
B.4 ) Y the principal
no sum ) (E1.1)
Hence with
J = det( Fe)
= dt( U
= UO
II ez 55
(El .2)
from Eq. El.1 ,we have
3 = exp (E e +E
= exp( tr( e)
·E"
(El .3)
From Eqs. 1.6.2 and B.5 we have
3 = exp( tr(T - I- - ) 
E
Theref c re taking partial derivatives
E E
: El
(El 1.4)
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d = J( 2 (El .5)
In index notation we have
a ( J-2,) . (El .6)E J (El.6
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SUB-APPENDIX : E2
Determination of
From Appendix B, Eq. B.6 , we have for the
principle Kirchoff stresses
= Ln( U ): (E2.1)
where
e -e
R= 2 (E2.2)
Therefore
Ln(U ) = (E2.3)
where the elastic compliance tensor is
___ - d
LP E i3k jL E U
(E2.4)
Hence differentiating Eq. E2.3 we have
C. =. (E2.5)
Since the compliance in Eq. E2.3 is isotropic ( hence
invariant under orthogonal transformations ) we get
C, -I u j  (E2.6)
'i ? * k
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SUB-APPENDIX : E3
The Rubbery Rate Moduli
In this section we employ Hill's principal axis
technique ( R Hill , 1970 ). Having known the expressions
for the principal back stresses
( Eq. A.5 in Appendix A ) in terms of the principal plastic
stretches
we can obtain the entries for the rate modulus in Eq. E.19
as follows
VL.
The isotropic part of Eq. E.19 is written as
= D -D + 7 % V +  D 3.
' v " V z(3 .123
(EB. 1)
The off-diagonal terms are
LJ
(N.tV B P
(V--V) L J '
Lr J i.( L
no sum , L,
For the special case ( eg., equi-biaxial ),
v=v =vj
(E3 2)
J
--
R
e i. ,
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ci 7 CrL J
we have
&-B
U
ID. 2 'J (E3.3)
Thus Eq. E.19 is schematically shown in Table E3.1 ( in the
principal plastic stretch coordinates ), in
which we have the following
With
-I
and
from Eq. A.3 in Appendix A , we get
from Eq. A.3 in Appendix A , we get
vC)'- cI V," c~
+ /sih n)h
2
41/I
(E3.4)
We can in a similar manner find V -
'av,
S IV, 1P
"F
I
TABLE E3.1 The rubbery rate modulii
v---- _
(v, v, , , ,
v,$
cT
I
-8
z3
YB
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We also have
V-
CR3  ,'3? t F VFa
+F -I -
Using Eq. A.3 we havL
-B
-(aV +V/aV3a3 av3
8 5
-CT
In a similar manner we can find
- a U2 rV35
~3
Also
Va
3
v•
For the special case in Eq. E3.3 we have
f/ 42/ V N
F3• Lv-_P
V
+2
I (E3.5)
(E3.6)
eB
-- I-~
V
v
(E3.7)
3
2Va 3
Lt-J•J J
-- 8
b cr
r
o\
+ I Iý F
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where
9 -T =iAa-Ni -
The expressions for the entries in
Table E3.1 are instantaneous rate moduli referred to the
local principal plastic stretch coordinates . We however
have to perform orthogonal transformations on this in order
to use it in Eq. E.19 , which deals with quantities
referred to a global ( Cartesian ) frame . We thus have
)k R R3k Byr.PP,,,9s
(E3.9)
where
zpsVr
are the entries in Table E3.1 , and
P
is the matrix of eigen vectors found in Appendix A ( see
Eq. A.2 ).
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SUB-APPENDIX
The Active Tangent Moduli
We can evaluate the entries in the
incremental moduli by rewriting
&so,ik jL E-0(1+-0)(-2-)) XL K(Dk)L(
(E4.1)
p
kE 2
(E4 -2)
where <1> is a " switch " and is
= O , for elastic increments
= 1 , for elastic-plastic increments
Let
P =( e J -
·i·
where
is the back stress , and
is defined in
have
Eq. E.15 . Then fromnEqs. E.24 and E.25
:E4
V
U
Eq.
(D-D'<i>)
tj kL KL k L'
E.17
{E
(E4.3)
zef
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ye 9D JI
for the special 2D case of axial 5ymmetr 7
(E4.4)
/ plane
strain , we have
,, = (2G oC,
Zez = (2G
-I 2 )F,+- F
OCat + xoC:.. 2 e)
z, =(2GC,, + XDCK,~)3:5 L t,3T 
Z4 Sz, p-PF, "-e.ez
(E4.5)
with
E
(+14- 2
E(1i-k)X-2V)
Table E4.1 shows the entries in the tangent
modulus in Eq. E4.1 for the special 20 case of
axi-symmetric /
obtained using
plane strain deformations
Eqs. E.30 , 3.2.21
These are
, E4.4 etc. in Eq. E4.2 and
after much simplification
where ,
2G
X
j- oC. t
P -PIPsF e F-'11 7-7
2 (2 G •C,+2d
TABLE E4.1 The
V.I:,
v
· i
active tangent modulii
p1
2 D,zI
9
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